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1. Asim Kurjak: Significant advances in the assessment of fetal brain function by KANET test
2. Frank Chervenak: Limits of non-invasive testing
3. Vincenzo D'Addario: Midline cystic anomalies of the fetal brain
4. Aris J. Antsaklis: Improving the Maternal Mortality Rate: an Optimistic Perspective
5. Birgit Arabin: Pregnancy – an early but too rarely utilized window of opportunity to improve long-term health of mother and infants
6. Marina Degtyareva: Maternal treatment during preterm delivery and labour – impact on fetus and neonate
7. Eberhard Merz: 3D/4D ultrasound: Imaging of fetal face anomalies
8. Apostolos Papageorgiou: IUGR: Impact of the newborn
9. Ritsuko Pooh: Fetal neurology – sonographic assessment
10. Erich Saling: Preventive operative total cervix occlusion should receive more attention than cerclage in cases of recurrent late abortion
11. Ola D. Saugstad: The first breath – techniques and oxygenation in the delivery room
12. Milan Stanojevic: What neonatologist can learn from fetal neurology?
13. Olus Api: The dilemma of genetic sonogram
15. Rodrigo Ayala: Insights to thyroid hypofunction in early pregnancy
16. Badreldeen Ahmed: Preterm labour and the role of ultrasound
17. Ana Bianchi: The role of fetal echocardiography in prenatal diagnosis
18. Dorota Agata Bomba-Opon: Antenatal corticosteroid - benefits and hazards
19. Masayuki Endo: Fetal Immunological Tolerance using stem cell transplantation
20. Orion Gliozheni: Infection and preterm delivery
22. Aliyu Labaran Dayyabu: Reducing maternal mortality through ultrasound
23. Alexander Makatsariya: Thrombotic microangiopathy. ADAMTS-13 deficiency, severe pre-eclampsia and its complications
24. Javier Mancilla: Limit of Neonatal Viability in Poor Hospitals
25. Giovanni Monni: Selective feticide in triplets and in more than three fetuses
26. Zehra Nese Kavak: Current approach to recurrent pregnancy losses
27. Cihat Sen: How can we miss fetal heart defects?
28. Radu Vladereanu: Recent advances in agenesis of corpus callosum imaging and neonatal prognostic
29. Jun Yoshimatsu: Maternal circulatory status in preeclampsia monitored by noninvasive finger cuff cardiac output measurement
30. Ivica Zalud: Perinatal medicine: Passing the torch